Abstract-In this paper, we propose Greedy Zone Routing, an alternative routing architecture for wireless ad-hoc networks. Greedy Zone Routing partitions the network into zones, which are assigned geographic coordinates. Messages are routed in two levels, where in the zone level greedy geographic routing is performed between zones. Routing within a zone is performed based on the local routing trees. We demonstrate that our protocol outperforms a classical tree based routing scheme, where RPL routing protocol is based upon. We believe that our protocol can be adapted into a tree based protocol like RPL for improved scalability and performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless ad-hoc networks are networks of interconnected devices over the wireless communication medium. Due to the inherent unpredictable nature of wireless links, topology of these networks tends to be highly dynamic. This makes the protocol design for these networks more challenging compared to fixed infrastructure networks like wired networks. Classical network routing protocols such as link state routing, construct and maintain routes to every node in a routing table. These routes are computed by employing a shortest path algorithm, after acquiring the complete knowledge of the network topology. Evidently, such an approach is not feasible in wireless ad-hoc networks given a time varying network topology. Alternatively routing decisions has to be based on partial topology knowledge acquired within a given time interval.
Geographic routing is an alternative routing mechanism proposed in the spirit of local routing [1] , [2] . In local routing, routing decisions are solely based on node's local neighborhood, hence using geographic coordinates to address nodes. In most practically appealing form of geographic routing, geographic coordinates are assigned to nodes such that a simple greedy forwarding towards destination guarantees delivery. Despite ingenious proposals such as [3] , maintaining greedy embedding in the face of a dynamic topology makes its practicality questionable.
Despite numerous proposals with sound theoretical background, standardized protocols tend to rely on simple techniques. RPL [4] is one such example, where a simple tree based routing (In fact a Direction Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG))is adapted into a standard protocol. Routing based on a tree structure is a classical approach for routing employed in various routing protocols. It establishes the nodes into a tree structure, where the edges directed towards the root node, hence each node designating a parent node. Additionally, every node has to learn the set of decedents underneath. Once this information is gathered, a node can decide to route a message upwards or downwards along the tree to reach the desired destination. As the construction of the tree can be done based only on the neighborhood of a node in a distributed fashion, this technique is practically appealing.
A routing tree, by construction establishes only a single path between any two nodes. Thus it omits number of possible paths available in the network for routing, resulting in longer routes (routing stretch). Furthermore, it can lead to congested nodes degrading the routing performance. A recent proposal [5] , suggests the use of heuristic based approach to improve the connectivity, yet maintain the monolithic tree structure. In this paper, we propose a new routing protocol which combines tree based routing and geographic routing. Our protocol divides the network into zones and establish smaller trees spanning each zone instead of maintaining a single tree. Most importantly, our protocol assigns geometric coordinates to zones, such that geographic greedy routing can be performed between zones reducing the routing scope to a zone locality.
II. OVERVIEW OF GREEDY ZONE ROUTING
Greedy Zone Routing(GZR) is a two level routing mechanism operated over connected sub networks referred to as zones. Every node belongs to a unique zone, while nodes which have neighboring nodes in a different zone are considered as bordering nodes. A bordering node maintains a routing tree within its zone, advertising their neighboring zone. All the nodes join the routing tree, hence establishing routes to reach their neighboring zones (See Figure 1) .
Once the adjacency of zones are established, they are assigned virtual coordinates on the Euclidean plane. By assigning a coordinate to a zone, every node belong to that particular zone is assigned the same coordinate. Therefore in the zone level, network is a set of zones with adjacencies(zone graph), where each zone is addressable by their geometric coordinates. More importantly, zone coordinates attribute to a greedy embedding. Routing is performed in two levels depending on the destination node. When the destination node is in a different 978-1-4673-7331-9/15/$31.00 c 2015 IEEE zone, message is passed to the geometrically closest zone via the established routing trees. Since the zones coordinates attributes to a greedy embedding this process delivers the message to the destination region. Once the message reaches the destination region, routing trees within the zone is used to deliver the message to the destination node.
III. GREEDY ZONE ROUTING A. Zone Graph
Initially network has to be partitioned into zones. Let G(V, E) denote the communication abstraction of the network, where V and E denote sets of nodes and edges respectively. A zone in G and the notion of zone borders are defined as below. Figure 1a) .
The aim here is to establish the zones in the network, such that every node belongs to a unique zone. We use a simple probabilistic approach, which may partition the network into arbitrary number of zones. Initially every node randomly decides, either to become a zone leader or not. Nodes who are decided to become leaders advertise their presence. Non-leader nodes join the closest zone within the radius. When multiple nodes are elected to become zone leaders within a vicinity of a radius, node with the lowest ID is given the priority. We define the zone graph now as follows.
Definition 2. Zone graph H(V , E )
, is the logical graph where v ∈ V representing the zones and (v, u) ∈ E if two zones are connected (see Figure 1b) .
Once the zones are established, border nodes starts to advertise their adjacencies with neighboring borders within the zone. In fact, a routing tree rooted at a bordering node is constructed. Therefore each node learns the routes to neighboring zones and nodes within its own zone.
B. Embedding
In geographic greedy routing, nodes forward a message to the geographically closest neighbor towards the destination (greedy property). It is known that this strategy does not always guarantee the delivery. A greedy embedding refers to a coordinate assignment of nodes, which makes sure that the greedy property holds between every pair of nodes. Nevertheless, every graph does not admit a greedy embedding on the Euclidean plane. In other words, greedy embeddability depends on the connectivity properties of the graph.
Triangular graphs are a special class of graphs, where every bounded face is a triangle. Note that here we consider the combinatorial description of graphs (vertices and edges), hence no geometric information is present with the graph. A Delaunay realization of a triangular graph is a coordinate assignment of nodes on the plane, such that the Voronoi diagram of the nodes is the dual of the graph. We state the following property on Delaunay triangulation, which makes it suitable for greedy routing. [7] . Even for realizable graphs, algorithms are iterative in nature and cannot be extended to a distributed algorithm. Therefore we consider the use of a special triangular graph called maximal outer planar graphs, which are Delaunay realizable [8] . In a maximal outer-planar graph, all the inner faces are triangles and every node lies on the outer face. We reorganize the adjacencies of the zone graph as a maximal outer-planar graph according to the Property 2. Note that this process can be performed in a distributed fashion only with zone's neighborhood information. Property 2. Let V 0 , V 1 and V 2 be three mutually connected nodes. Starting from Δ V 0 V 1 V 2 , an iterative process of adding a new node V i and adding two edges to two nodes in the outerface of the existing graph result in a maximal outer-planar graph. Once the maximal outer-planar graph is constructed, greedy embedding algorithm is performed. As illustrated in pseudo code in Algorithm 1, by assigning the root zone the coordinate (0, 0). Then execution follows as a simple graph traversal by message passing. When a node receives the CONTROL message, it is suppose to assign the coordinates its neighboring triangle. This coordinate assignment is based on the Lemma 3 in [8] such that the geometric constraints of a Delaunay triangulation are satisfied. This algorithm terminates when the root node receives a control message and takes O(n 2 ) message rounds.
C. Routing
Once the zone coordinates are established routing can be performed. If the destination is in a different zone greedy forwarding is performed over zones to reach the destination zone. Once in the destination zone, message is passed based on the local routing tree to the destination node. In routing tree, a node has to maintain route to its parent node through which it can reach the root node. For downwards routing, it has to maintain routes to all its decedent nodes. Therefore routing table grows as the size of a sub tree. In fact, this grows with the size of the network limiting the scalability considering the nodes with limited resources. Greedy Zone Routing, comparatively maintains smaller routing tables due to the locality of routing trees it establishes. Furthermore, as geographic routing is performed between zones, it does not need to maintain any routing tables, leaving routing tables only to route within a zone. Therefore given the zones with constant radius routing table grows with the size of a zone, most importantly remaining almost same when the network size grows.
B. Stretch factor
Stretch factor is the ratio between length of the routing path and the shortest path. This may not be of concern in real networking setting as with a dynamic topology, packet reception rate resembles routing performance better. Nevertheless, low stretch factor also considered to be a metric for routing performance. We perform simulations on a network simulator developed in Java, generating 100 networks for each size in order to achieve statistical significant results. We compare our approach with a routing tree constructed as descried in previous sections.
In a static network, routing tree is a shortest path tree from the root node. Therefore routing from and to the root node finds the shortest path, resulting in stretch of 1. Comparatively GZR assumes very low routing stretch as illustrated in Figure 2a . It is important to emphasize that tree routing achieves optimum stretch in the expense of very large routing tables. Also in a request response traffic scenario, where both downstream and upstream traffic is operating, tree routing can lead to congestion. This is because of the bottleneck nodes possible to be created by following the same route for many nodes. We also performed routing stretch comparison for routing between arbitrary nodes in the network (Figure 2b) . In this scenario, GZR perform exceedingly better, obviously due to the improved connectivity compared to the routing tree (Figure 2b ). GZR achieves almost bounded routing stretch and experiments show that it almost remain same when the network size grows. Greedy Zone Routing proposes a scalable routing architecture employing the stateless and local nature of greedy routing in a zone level. Compared to the tree based routing architecture, greedy zone routing establishes several trees connecting different zones. This improves the connectivity between zones, while making available multiple routes between nodes, compared to simply connected routing tree. Furthermore, GZR maintains smaller routing tables which grows very slowly with the network size.
